cloud computing services and the Kindle electronic book reader.

Is Amazon Working Backward? - Bits Blog - NYTimes.com

Mr. Bezos always delivers an interesting interview, as he’s forced to straddle a very careful line between
print and digital: promoting their new technologies and customers, including Kindle readers, without
disregarding a much larger customer base of print-book buyers. In past interviews, Mr. Bezos has tried to
persuade people to buy his digital products by comparing print books to outmoded forms of transportation.
He told participants at last year’s D:All Things Digital conference, “People loved their horses too,” noting
9:45 to
AM work just because they once loved this form of travel.
that people no longer25/12/2009
ride horses
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Nick Bilton/The New York
Nick Bilton/The New York
Times Customer feedback ratings for three versions of the Amazon Kindle. Times Customer feedback ratings for three versions of the Amazon Kindle.

this Newsweek
interview,
In this Newsweek interview, Mr. Bezos goes through his usual talking points In
discussing
the future
of the Mr. Bezos goes through his usual talking points discussing the future of the
book missed
and coming
competitors.
book and coming competitors. But there are a few moments where the interviewer
an opportunity
to But there are a few moments where the interviewer missed an opportunity t
dig Lyons,
deeper Newsweek’s
with Mr. Bezos. In the response to the second question, when Daniel Lyons, Newsweek’s
dig deeper with Mr. Bezos. In the response to the second question, when Daniel
technology
columnist,
technology columnist, asks, “How do you define what Amazon is today?” Mr.
Bezos responds,
“Weasks,
start“How do you define what Amazon is today?” Mr. Bezos responds, “We start
with the customer and we work backward.”
with the customer and we work backward.”
actuality,
In actuality, Amazon’s Kindle customers aren’t getting any happier about the In
end
product.Amazon’s Kindle customers aren’t getting any happier about the end product.

Aims of the course

Theiterations
graphs I compiled
show customer feedback from Amazon.com for the three iterations of the Kindle.
The graphs I compiled show customer feedback from Amazon.com for the three
of the Kindle.
You can see with each version the one-star rating, the lowest rating from customers, grows. From version
1.0 and 2.0 the five-star rating doesn’t change much, but with the Kindle DX it falls to less than 45 percen
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/12/24/is-amazon-working-backwards/?hpw
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Granted, there are fewer customers
for the DX product, but you can’t deny the increase in unhappy
shoppers.

Course Structure

When Mr. Bezos explains the “working backward” mentality further, he tells Mr. Lyons:
It is to say, rather than ask what are we good at and what else can we do with that skill, you
ask, who are our customers? What do they need? And then you say we’re going to give that to
them regardless of whether we currently have the skills to do so, and we will learn those skills
no matter how long it takes. Kindle is a great example of that.

• Review theories for graphics
At the end you should be able to

•
-

criticise published graphics constructively

-

carry out graphical data analyses

-

integrate graphical analysis and statistical
modelling

• Examine graphics in practice

A quick perusal of the comments shows customers repeatedly griping about poor screen quality,
unattractive device design and the constraints of digital rights management software on books and

http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/12/24/is-amazon-working-backwards/

• Study interactive graphics
• Graphics and statistical models
• Format of course
- Discuss a published graphic each lecture
- Study a graphical data analysis each lecture
- Evaluate blogs and websites for data visualization

Course information
• Website: rosuda.org/lehre/WS1112-f/GDAw11.shtml

Information Visualization
• All kinds of information

– pdf’s of slides

– Scientific theories

– question sheets

– Spatial layouts

– datasets

– Organisational structures
– Social networks

– code
– general information
• Assessment
– oral examination (based on individual project work)

Why visualize data?
Looking for global trends

•
-

overall structure
Looking for local features

•
-

data quality

-

groups or clusters

-

outliers, tail distributions and extremes

-

patterns of all kinds

– Lines of argument
–…
• This course is only concerned with data visualization

Example (1) Bluenile6

Bluenile Diamonds

400

hist(carat)

0

– rank, pct

200

• Data from www.bluenile.com: 2948 diamonds

Frequency

600

Histogram of carat

– type (three)

– price
– cbody (two)

5
4
Density

3
2
1
0

#Add a density estimator
lines(density(carat))
#or
…,adjust=2))

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

carat

10

#truehist is a density
#uses better default for no of bins
truehist(carat)
hist(carat,breaks="Scott")

8

– gcal (two)

1.2

6

– cut (five)

1.1

4

– clarity (seven)

1.0

Histogram
carat of carat

2

– color (seven)

0.9

0

– carat

0.8

Estimated densities
normal
kde
kde(adj=2)

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

carat

Example (1) Comments
•

Histograms are tricky (cf. lower/upper boundaries)

•

If you know what you want to show, it is (almost)
always possible to find a good graphic (Presentation)
How do you find features? (Exploration)

•

-

try other binwidth methods or choose breaks
interactively vary binwidth and anchorpoint

-

use density estimates and models

-

use other graphics

-

use metadata and domain information

-

Global and local
Global properties belong to the whole dataset

•
-

sampling works (n large), models work
Local properties belong to a subset

•
-

Finding local properties involves selecting and
conditioning — and always comparing

-

Global models may not work well

-

In large-d datasets local applies to subsets of
variables, associated by type or relevance

1.2

Presentation v. Exploration
•

Presentation graphics usually involve only one
graphic for viewing by a huge number of people

•

Exploratory graphics usually involve a huge
number of graphics for viewing by only one person

•

Presentation graphics convey known information

•

Exploratory graphics are used to find information

Books

Software
R

•
•

“Grammar of Graphics” L. Wilkinson

-

grid

•

"ggplot2" H. Wickham

-

ggplot2

•

"Interactive Graphics for Data Analysis" M. Theus, S. Urbanek

-

lattice

•

"Graphics of Large Datasets" A. Unwin, M. Theus, H.
Hofmann

-

vcd

-

iplots (Acinonyx)

•

"Handbook of Data Visualization" (eds. Chen, Härdle, Unwin)

-

…

•

Books by Edward Tufte

•

Mondrian

•

SEURAT, GAUGUIN, …
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Data Visualization is not new

Galton’s plot of the (hypothetical)
heights of a million men

average, that the lower half of the diagram will be almost a precise
reflection of the upper. Next, let a hundred dots be counted from
above downwards, and let a line be
drawn below them. According to the
conditions, this line will stand at the
height of seventy-eight inches. Using
US Census
the data afforded by these two lines, it
is possible, by the help of the law of
deviation from an average, to
reproduce,
with
extraordinary
63 million
closeness, the entire system of dots on
Hollerith
the board.

1890

M. Quetelet gives tables in which cards
the
uppermost line, instead of cutting off
100 in a million, cuts off only one in a
million. He divides the intervals
between that line and the line of
average, into eighty equal divisions,
and gives the number of dots that fall
within each of those divisions. It is easy, by the help of his tables, to
calculate what would occur under any other system of classification
we pleased to adopt.
This law of deviation from an average is perfectly general in its
application. Thus, if the marks had been made by bullets fired at a
horizontal line stretched in front of the target, they would have been
distributed according to the same law. Wherever there is a large
number of similar events, each due to the resultant influences of the
same variable conditions, two effects will follow. First, the average
value of those events will be constant; and,

Student and Milk

(Some) Websites (1)

Age
70

1
5 /2

1
6 /2

1
7 /2

1
8 /2

1
9 /2

1
10 /2

1
11 /2

•
•
•

65
•
•
•

Weight – lbs.

60
•
•
•

55

•
•
•

50
•
•

x
x

C
R
P

35

51
16
26

•
•
•

x
x
x

x
x
x

Diagram 4
WEIGHT OF GIRLS

x
x
x

• Average weight at commencement of experiment
x Average weight at end of experiment

x
x

Control
Raw milk “feeders”
Pasteurised “feeders”

45

40

1
12 /2

x
x
x

x

688
332
353

718
335
352

802
414
410

820
408
406

Numbers in each Group

729
373
340

494
261
246

• Gallery of Data Visualization

x
x
x

The Lanarkshire
Milk Experiment
Feb - June 1930

– www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/
• Statistical Modeling, Causal Inference, and Social Science
– www.stat.columbia.edu/~gelman/blog/

20000 Children
5000 got raw milk
5000 pasteurised
10000 got none

• UK Local Government (public)
– www.improving-visualisation.org
• Tableausoftware (commercial)
– www.tableausoftware.com

(Some) Websites (2)

(Some) Websites (3)

• Many Eyes
– manyeyes.alphaworks.ibm.com/manyeyes/
• New York Times graphics
– www.smallmeans.com/new-york-times-infographics/
• Junk Charts
– junkcharts.typepad.com/
• Flowing Data
– flowingdata.com
• Ask ET (Edward Tufte)
– www.edwardtufte.com

• Martin Theus Blog
– www.theusRus.de/blog
• Data Applied (commercial)
– www.data-applied.com/Web/Products/Overview.aspx
• Guardian newspaper
– www.guardian.co.uk/data-store
• Name voyager and name mapper (some entertainment)
– www.babynamewizard.com

